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Histories of collectivity
in the West Midlands
BAS9 Collaging Activity Guide

“We want a world where many worlds fit”
- Zapatistas of Chiapas
Often histories are told from a dominant viewpoint or perspective leaving no space or platform for other ways of living which co-exist
outside of what we deem mainstream. Often the voices which are
denied are those from groups underrepresented in contemporary
society. It is paramount that histories and the stories we teach are
able to give voice to multiple perspectives and experiences.
Many of the artists in BAS9 use different forms of storytelling and
reframing of histories to communicate and express different ideas,
emotions and viewpoints.
History is an important tool to understand the struggles and
pioneering work conducted by different communities. It is vital
that a plurality of histories, stories and struggles are remembered,
taught and celebrated. There is a rich cultural and political history
in Wolverhampton and the wider West Midlands which range from
the fight for Workers Rights, Anti Racism and Anti-Sexism and the
right to live openly without fear of harm as a member of the LGBTQ+
community.
This booklet includes a small series of examples which encompass
information on different histories in the West Midlands, throughout
the activity brief I invite teachers to present these histories featured
and open up space for conversation on these histories importance
today and in the future. Students will then create their own collage
using images and texts provided from these histories.
A collage is created from piecing together an ‘assemblage’ of
different forms to create a new narrative or art work. They are often
composed of images and texts found in newspapers, magazines,
alongside other art materials such as card, fabric, tissue paper,
buttons and ribbons, but they can be made of any number of
materials and can be both 2D and 3D.

Collaging opens up space to cut together new ideas and express
these histories and stories in our own unique way. There is a
selection of images for students to cut up and reform together,
alongside words and newspaper articles from the time. Students
should feel free to draw these sources together and display them in
the space.
Recommended Activities:
Introduce the histories and learn together. (10 to 15 minutes)
Each history includes a word or terms to discuss with the group.
Collaging: (30 minutes)
Using the materials provided, there are a range of scissors, coloured
card, pens, glues and different coloured papers, alongside a pack of
images for students to cut up which are from each history identified.
Students can stick onto the A3 or A4 card and, once finished display
them in the space.
Prompt Questions:
What is History?
Why is history important?
Term to discuss further:
Intersectional: is the concept that all oppression is linked and
acknowledges that everyone has their own unique experiences of
discrimination and oppression and we must consider everything and
anything that can marginalise people – gender, race, class, sexual
orientation, disability, etc.

Sikh Bus Drivers Strike in Wolverhampton, 1967-1969
In the 1960’s Sikhs working on Wolverhampton’s buses won the right
to wear the turban at work after a long dispute, this right to wear a
turban was led by Tarsem Singh Sandhu who fought for two years
for the right to wear his turban to work in the 1960s.
At 23, he began working as a bus driver with Wolverhampton
Transport Committee which at the time employed 823 drivers, 411
of whom were Indian. All had signed the uniform policy, agreeing to
come to work clean shaven and wearing the uniform cap. None of
them wore a turban. In 1967 Mr Sandhu came to work with a turban
and beard.
Hair is one of the five Sikh articles of faith for the Khalsa - it must
not be cut and is maintained in a turban - and Mr Sandhu decided
he could not forgo his religion for the sake of a bus driver uniform.
After one round trip, he was sent home to shave. He refused. After
two years of protesting which brought the Sikh community globally
together, alongside other communities from all over Wolverhampton.
It led to a campaign to challenge the Wolverhampton Transport
Committee ban as an unjust attack on religious freedom and Sikh
identity.
Marches took place in New Delhi, India and Wolverhampton.
Including the most successful public demonstration in March 1968
where 4,000 people walked in silence through Wolverhampton. They
also lobbied, wrote letters, and held speeches promoting Sikh rights.
Tarsem Singh Sandhu’s actions went on to change legislation about
religious expression at work and British Sikhs could be free to wear a
turban to work.

Protest:
Is a public expression of objection towards an idea or action,
typically a political one.Protests can be acts of collectivity with
multiple people cooperating by attending, and sharing the potential
risks of doing so. Protests can take many different forms, from
individual statements to mass demonstrations. Protesters may
organize a protest as a way of publicly making their opinions heard
in an attempt to influence public opinion or government policy.
Resources:
Wearing the Turban: The 1967–1969 Sikh Bus Drivers’ Dispute in
Wolverhampton Roger Seifert and Andrew Hambler.
https://wlv.openrepository.com/bitstream/handle/2436/620302/
Seifert%20and%20Hambler%20-%20Wearing%20the%20Turban.
pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
Woollacott, M. (n.d.). From the Archive, 10 April 1969: Sikh Busmen
Win Battle to Wear Turbans. Retrieved from http%3A%2F%2Fwww.
theguardian.com%2Ftheguardian%2F2010%2Fjun%2F30%2Farchi
ve-sikh-busmen-wear-turbans
Footage from a Sikh protest on Cannock Road on February 5th, 1968
http://www.britishpathe.com/video/protest-march-against-newtransport-bill/query/Sikh Footage from a Sikh protest on Cannock
Road on February 5th, 1968

The Blk Arts Group, Wolverhampton School of Art,
1979 - 1984
The Blk Arts group was formed in 1979 in Wolverhampton, with many
of its members having attended Wolverhampton School of Art. Their
aim was to raise the profile of Black Artists in the UK and culturally
present the Afro-Caribbean Community and diaspora in the UK.
Inspired by America’s Black Arts Movement (BAM), which was part
of the larger Black Power Movement of the 1960s and 1970s, the
Blk Arts Group created a space that challenged British art and gave
black British artists an opportunity to speak about their experiences
as children of the Windrush generation. The BLK Art Group similarly
wanted to empower and encourage black voices and promote more
resources within Britain. The group’s emergence came at a critical
time within British politics. Much of the mainstream art and culture
shown at the time did not include the experiences of the black
population.
Its members were young artists seeking to form a bold identity and
challenge the ideas of culture, blackness and race-relations within
the UK at a time when many rights for the Black community were
still out of reach. Art was the medium with which to vocalize and
express their concerns, philosophy and anger felt by many.
They exhibited all around the UK and globally. Many artists in the
group have gone on to have highly successful art careers and paved
the way for many UK black artists today.
Members included famous artists such as: Eddie Chambers, Dominic
Dawes, Lubaina Himid, Claudette Johnson, Wenda Leslie, Ian
Palmer, Keith Piper, Donald Rodney, Marlene Smith.
Their first exhibition, Black Art An’ Done, was held at Wolverhampton
Art Gallery and focused on the concerns of the black community
and racial prejudice

Windrush:
The British Nationality Act 1948 gave citizens of the United Kingdom
and Colonies status and the right of settlement in the UK. The
act and encouragement from British government campaigns in
Caribbean countries led to a wave of immigration. Between 1948
and 1970, nearly half a million people moved from the Caribbean to
Britain, which in 1948 faced severe labour shortages in the wake of
the Second World War.
Resources:
Black History Month: The Blk Art Group
https://www.blackhistorymonth.org.uk/article/section/realstories/the-blk-art-group/
THE BLK ART GROUP, Tate Online.
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/t/blk-art-group
The Blk Art Group Research Project
https://blkartgroup.info/
Oral History Interviews:
https://www.wolverhamptonart.org.uk/collecting-cultures-blackart-project/

The Women Chainmakers Strike, Cradley Heath 1910
In 1910 the Women Chainmakers of Cradley Heath laid down their
tools to strike for a living wage. In the 19th century Cradley Heath
was the centre for chain making in Britain. Heavy to medium chains
were produced by men in factories, smaller chains were often handworked by women or children in small cramped forges. The work was
hot, physically demanding and poorly paid. Like other homeworking,
chainmaking was an example of a “sweated” trade, where workers
were paid very little to produce cheap goods at home.
In 1909 the government passed the Trade Boards Act to establish
minimum rates of pay for workers in chain-making. Many employers
refused to pay the increase. In response, the women’s union, the
National Federation of Women Workers (NFWW), called a strike.
The strike lasted 10 weeks, the founder of the NFWW, Mary
Macarthur, used mass meetings and the media - including the new
medium of cinema - to bring the situation of the striking women to
a wider audience. Within a month 60% of employers had signed the
‘White List’ and agreed to pay the minimum rate; the dispute finally
ended on 22 October when the last employer signed the list.
After ten long weeks they won the dispute and increased their
earnings from as little as 5 shillings (25p) to 11 shillings (55p) a week.
This was all the more remarkable because the women worked at
home, or in small factories and had no history of working together to
achieve a common goal. Using her ‘bundle of sticks’ analogy, Mary
was able to convince the women about the strength of solidarity.
Their victory helped to make the principle of a national minimum
wage a reality.

‘Bundle of Sticks’ Analogy:
“You are like a bundle of sticks - together you cannot be broken”.
An individual stick can be broken but when all bundled together it
is much harder to break. As a collective we are more powerful, than
alone.
Resources:
“Rouse, Ye Women”: The Cradley Heath Chain Makers’ Strike, 1910
https://warwick.ac.uk/services/library/mrc/archives_online/
exhibitions/cradleyheath
The Chainmakers’ Strike: Nothing to lose but their chains
https://socialistworker.co.uk/art/21986/The%20
Chainmakers%E2%80%99%20Strike:%20Nothing%20to%20lose%20
but%20their%20chains
TV film made in 1976 of eye witness accounts
Nothing to Lose - The Women Chainmakers Strike of 1910 Cradley
Heath
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zvm8Adm_MSY&ab_
channel=MarianHall

Malcolm X Visits Smethwick. 12th February 1965
Nine days before his assassination black Civil Rights leader Malcolm
X made a solidarity visit to Smethwick in the West Midlands.
Smethwick had become notorious in 1964 for a vicious and racist
general election campaign, Avtar Singh Jouhl from the Indian
Workers Association (IWA) invited him to speak at Birmingham
University and visit Marshall Street in Smethwick in 1965. On
Marshall Street white homeowners were lobbying the council to buy
up houses to prevent black or asian families moving in and further
segregate the area by race. The Tory council supported the racist
demands to buy any house that was put up for sale to stop black
and asian people moving in.
Malcolm X’s visit, put worldwide attention onto Smethwick and
the racial discrimination in the area, as Graham Abernathy writes,
he arrived “eager to explore and publicise the social and political
barriers faced by Black people living in Britain” and to “foster
transatlantic” cooperation.
Malcolm X spent time with members of the local branch of the
IWA, with Malcolm X advocating for “the need for minorities to
unite around their minority status, rather than their (specific)
racial identity”. In meeting with and cooperating with the
IWA and Smithwick’s south asian population, Malcolm X was
actively promoting solidarity between the black and south asian
communities in the face of white British racism.
Asked why he would choose to visit Smethwick he replied: “I have
heard that the blacks…are being treated…like Hitler treated the
Jews”. Drawing a line between the racism in the horrors of the
Holocaust, still well within living memory of many of the residents
of Smethwick. Eventually the Ministry of Housing banned the racist
policty of whites only home buying.

The Civil Rights Movement, USA
The 1954–1968 civil rights movement[b] in the United States
was a campaign by African Americans to end legalized racial
discrimination, disenfranchisement and racial segregation in the
United States. The social movement’s used nonviolent resistance
and civil disobedience campaigns to eventually secured new
protections in federal law for the human rights of all Americans.
Resources:
Malcolm X visits smethwick, Midlands Today, BBC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQrbJkaHGfo&ab_
channel=MidlandsToday
Malcolm X and the Midlands
https://www.versobooks.com/blogs/5046-malcolm-x-and-themidlands

Birmingham Pride May 1997 and the Birmingham Gay
Liberation Front
Birmingham hosted the first Birmingham Pride festival in 1997 and
has held the event annually since. The first event was organised by a
group of business and community volunteers called the Birmingham
Triangle Committee, member Bill Gavan, the owner of the former
Subway City dance club in Livery Street, who first decided to see if a
gay pride could be organised in Birmingham.
A small committee was brought together in November 1996
and fundraising began soon after for what would be an entirely
community-financed party. It took place over Spring Bank Holiday
in 1997. It attracted 15,000 visitors and included performances from
Sonia, Sinitta, Margarita Pracatan and American comedian Scott
Capurro.
The origins of Birmingham Pride can be traced back to an event
held at the Grosvenor House Hotel on the Hagley Road in the 1970s,
called “It’s a Knockout”. With the five day event fun day hosted by
popular gay club Nightingales, which still exists today. They initially
published their own newsletter called Birmingham Gay Liberation
Front Newsletter.
There were also notable individuals in the LGBTQ+ community such
as Trevor Sword (pictured in newspaper clipping) from Sandwell who
campaigned to raise awareness around both HIV and around the
sexuality of people with disabilities.

Section 28
Was a law passed in 1988 by the Conservative government
that stopped councils and schools “promoting the teaching
of the acceptability of homosexuality as a pretended family
relationship.”The law existed from 1988 - 2003 and discriminated
against LGBTQ+ community
Resources
WOLVERHAMPTON LGBT HISTORY - A SHORT FILM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BmWINXQPE8U&ab_
channel=LGBTHistoryWolverhampton
Gay Birmingham Rembmebered Project
http://www.gaybirminghamremembered.co.uk
A walk through Birmingham’s LGBTQ+ history in pictures
https://thetab.com/uk/birmingham/2021/02/08/a-walk-throughbirminghams-lgbtq-history-in-pictures-47772
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This booklet was produced in conjunction with the British Art Show
9 schools program with Arts Connect in the West Midlands. It links
to artist Sophie Huckfield’s school’s program: “Many Hands Make
Light Work”. A collaborative project involving five schools across
Wolverhampton and the Black Country.
Each school and college co-created a multidisciplinary moving
image work based on each word of the phrase “Many Hands Make
Light Work”. The film’s stories were inspired by West Midlands based
histories of collectivity alongside contemporary issues such as food
insecurity, care work and the Climate Crisis. Each moving image
work aims to present how one phrase or story can be interpreted
and presented in a multitude of ways and perspectives, with
collaboration and collectivity at the core of each work
The five moving-image outputs will be publicly exhibited in
conjunction with British Art Show 9 in Wolverhampton in 2022.
To find out more about the project visit: www.sophiehuckfield.com
This document can also be accessed via www.artsconnect.co.uk
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